. Sequence of primers used for genotyping.
. Sequence of primers used for genotyping.
Primer name
Nucleotide sequence (5' -3') rcn1RP AAACATAGCCACACGCATTTC rcn1LP GGCCAGCCAGTTAGGTATAGG pp2A-2RP TCCAAGAATTCACCATTTTGG pp2A-2LP GAGGTCCCGAGTTCAATTCTC Lba1 TGGTTCACGTAGTGGGCCATCG Gateway entry vector pH7m34GW
MultiSite Gateway intermediary vector (three fragment recombination plus terminator) backbone vector for C-terminal fusion, used to obtain 35S-PHOT1(2)-nGFP (Karimi et al., 2005) pK7m34GW MultiSite Gateway intermediary vector (three fragment recombination plus terminator) backbone vector for C-terminal fusion used to obtain 35S-PHOT1(2)-cGFP (Karimi et al., 2005) pH7m24GW2 MultiSite Gateway intermediary vector (two fragment recombination plus terminator) backbone vector for N-terminal fusion (Karimi et al., 2007) pK7m24GW2 MultiSite Gateway intermediary vector (two fragment recombination plus terminator) backbone vector for N-terminal fusion used to obtain 35S-cGFP-PHOT1(2) (Karimi et al., 2007) pEN-L4-2-R1 Gateway entry vector with 35S promoter used for multisite gateway reaction (Karimi et al., 2007) pEN-R2-teGFP-L3 Gateway entry vector with cGFP used for multisite gateway reaction to obtain cGFP fusion at the C-terminus of the protein (Karimi et al., 2007) pEN-R2-heGFP-L3 Gateway entry vector with nGFP used for multisite gateway reaction to obtain nGFP fusion at the C-terminus of the protein (Karimi et al., 2007) pEN-L4-heGFP-R1 Gateway entry vector with nGFP used for multisite gateway reaction to obtain nGFP fusion at the N-terminus of the protein (Karimi et al., 2007) pEN-L4-teGFP-R1 Gateway entry vector with cGFP used for multisite gateway reaction to obtain cGFP fusion at the N-terminus of the protein (Karimi et al., 2007) pPR3_Gateway Gateway prey vector used for MYTH (Strzalka et al., 2015) pDHB1_Gateway Gateway bait vector used for MYTH (Strzalka et al., 2015) Figure S1 , 470 nm) in 30°C for 3 days. For all bait/prey constructs a cotransformation with empty prey/bait vectors was performed to avoid false-positive signals being a result of a non-specific self-activation. The results represent one of at least three independent biological replicates.
